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 Proteins are biology’s workhorse macromolecule, making up about half the dry 

weight of a typical bacterial cell and responsible for almost every action that occurs 

inside of it (1).  Over the course of natural evolution, proteins have developed prodigious 

catalytic properties, responsible for a variety of reactions, and exquisite binding activities, 

key to the cell’s signal transduction pathways.  Over the last thirty years, all of this 

functional diversity has become readily available to industrial and clinical biotechnology 

due to the maturation of recombinant DNA technology.  Unfortunately, their application 

is hindered by nature’s handicap: the ability to only select for proteins with activity and 

stability that provide a biological advantage, and nothing more.  This results in a variety 

of issues for biotechnology, chief among them being the marginal stability of natural 

proteins.  As most organisms on Earth thrive in moderate climates, their proteins have 

evolved for optimal activity at the same, non-industrially relevant temperatures.  In 

addition, cellular proteins are rapidly turned over in the viscous cytosol, deterring the 

serendipitous evolution of proteins with long shelf lives under extended in vitro 

conditions.  Current and future advances in protein engineering can enrich the number of 

applicable natural proteins as well as develop customized solutions for current issues in 

biotechnology. 

 Protein engineering techniques are centered on two complementary sub-fields, 

directed evolution and rational structure-based design (2, 3).  Directed, or molecular 

evolution, improves protein properties by making random iterative mutations to a library 

of sequences and evaluating them either through a direct experimental screen or a 

functional selection.  Larger jumps in sequence space can be achieved by DNA shuffling, 

a technique that emulates sexual recombination by fragmenting the linear genes of 
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familial proteins and then stitching them back together (4).  This alternative technique 

overcomes the double-edged sword involved in using conservative random mutagenesis 

methods to discover novel or dramatic performance enhancements.  The major drawback 

to evolutionary engineering techniques is the application of an appropriate high-

throughput screen or selection to sift through the library of mutant sequences.  

Consequently the adage, “You get what you screen/select for”, is well known to 

practitioners in the field as substrates or conditions are often altered from those used in 

the final application for screening purposes.  The largest advantage to directed evolution 

methods is that very little structural information is necessary for isolating enhanced 

variants, while it is absolutely required for rational design. 

 Structure-based protein engineering aims to reduce the experimental burden of 

screening thousands of proteins by rationally predicting desirable mutational effects from 

structural observations.  Efforts in modifying substrate sensitivity found early success (5, 

6), and as site-directed mutagenesis techniques improved, the body of literature on 

mutational tolerance and energetic interactions grew (7, 8).  With more scrutiny came an 

empirical understanding of the difficulty of rational engineering due to the context 

dependence of mutational effects.  This, coupled with the significant amount of 

experimental data now gathered in the community, sparked computational- and 

statistical-guided solutions to protein engineering.  The ability to evaluate the energy 

(stability) of structure-sequence pairs in silico before doing any bench work represented a 

tremendous advance in the field.  Currently, there are several algorithms in the literature 

that can predict the stability of a mutation in any globular protein as long as the structure 

is known (9–12).  Fewer methods can efficiently tackle the loftier goals in protein design, 
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but these advanced software packages have registered several high-profile achievements, 

including automated redesign (13), extreme thermo-stabilization (14), the design of a 

novel fold (15), and novel catalysts (16–18).   

 Despite this success in computational protein engineering and design, the non-

robust functioning of these methodologies encumbers their practical use in 

biotechnology.  One example is seen in the muted performance of designed novel 

catalysts, which leave much to be desired when compared against natural enzymes (19).  

The poor approximation of the principles important to stability is one factor that dogs 

both stability prediction and design algorithms, evidenced by the weak-to-moderate linear 

correlation between calculated and experimental values in recent performance 

benchmarks (20, 21).  Other factors include limited conformational sampling and the 

absent consideration of explicit non-native states.  Due to these issues, the shrewd 

conjunction of methods in which computational power informs directed evolution 

screening/selection procedures has proven to be an effective solution to current protein 

engineering problems (22–24).  Going forward, both styles of engineering have much to 

learn to from each other.   

 Since its inception, protein design theory has improved through the rigorous 

cycling between theory and experiment, known as a protein design cycle (25).  In order to 

complete a full cycle, designed sequences had to be synthesized, confirmed by DNA 

sequencing, translated into protein, purified, and tested before the information gathered 

could be fed back into the theory.  The nature of molecular biology bench work creates 

bottlenecks at all steps in the design cycle, preventing the rapid iteration of improved 

protein properties and engineering principles.  Commercial solutions for synthesis and 
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sequencing have improved over the years, but high costs remain an issue.  A more 

economical solution would be to adapt methods from directed evolution, potentially 

accelerating and broadening the exchange of information between modeling theory and 

experimental results.  Thus, the focus of my graduate work has been to establish 

experimental high-throughput stability screening methods and subsequently apply them 

towards the rapid evaluation and improved understanding of proteins. 

 The second chapter best captures the overall theme of the thesis as we established 

and applied medium-throughput purification and stability assays to provide a more 

thorough analysis of core repacking performance when modeling native-state 

conformational flexibility.  Recently developed algorithms for multi-state design (26) and 

library design generated 24 member libraries from structural inputs such as NMR and 

molecular dynamics ensembles.  The comprehensive experimental stability screening of 

each library provided insights into the sources of simulation error that crept in from other 

design approximations.  Although a constrained molecular dynamics ensemble produced 

an entire library of stabilized sequences, issues surrounding the serendipity in library 

selection prevented our full recommendation of the technique.  The large amount of data 

relative to similar experiments in the literature created an opportunity to discover and 

discuss the lack of correlation between the calculated and experimental measures of 

stability.  By using high-throughput methodology, we were able to more meticulously 

validate the applicability of novel computational tools for protein engineering. 

 Building on the experimental methodology presented in Chapter 2, we raised the 

bar in the third chapter through the implementation of a liquid handling pipeline that 

enables the high-throughput construction and stability determination of single-mutant 
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proteins.  Individual automated protocols for the Tecan liquid-handling robot were first 

developed independently and later strung together in a modular fashion.   The methods, 

better described in the attached robot manual (Appendix), include the automated 

construction of mutant alleles by PCR site-directed mutagenesis, transformation, and 

plating of bacterial competent cells, and the expression, purification, and stability 

determination of mutant proteins.  The completed automated pipeline is by no means 

static, as other sources of protein diversity, such as gene assembly, can easily swap in and 

take advantage of the high-throughput downstream solutions.  To showcase the value and 

power of the automated system, we carried out a project impossible to achieve through 

standard bench-top methods: the evaluation of every single mutant of the Gβ1 domain.  

The unbiased, self-consistent nature of the dataset should provide more value toward 

training next-generation energy functions than what is currently available.  

Simultaneously, the dense character of the output data coupled with the laboratory’s 

previous work on Gβ1 enables an analysis of mutational effects within the context of an 

entire domain, described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.  

 The analysis in the last chapter represents insight into mutational outcomes and 

distributions from the most complete domain-level single mutant stability dataset in the 

literature.  We learn that most single mutations to Gβ1 are either neutral or stabilizing, a 

much discussed topic with implications for protein evolution studies.  If we ignore the 

variants not solubly expressed, the overall distribution can be fit as the sum of core and 

surface Gaussian distributions.  Positional sensitivity to mutation is well predicted by a 

computational measure of packing density, but better information can likely be gathered 

from serine scanning mutagenesis.  Interestingly, the entire domain was most tolerant of 
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large hydrophobic residues, a property evidently shared by other, larger proteins.  The 

high-quality dataset can also serve as a benchmark for current stability prediction 

algorithms.  Their lackluster performance should serve as encouragement for the further 

improvement of energetic approximations.  Lastly, the drastic non-additivity seen in 

variants composed of surface mutations illustrates the knowledge gap that must be 

bridged before we may reliably and efficiently engineer proteins. 

 The sum of the work in this thesis is the development and effective use of high-

throughput methodology for the rapid testing and improvement of computational theory.  

As is common in the study of biology, improved technological capabilities lead to more 

questions, not answers.  Nevertheless, the last ten years have seen improved performance 

from the combination of directed evolution and structure-based design principles.  The 

next ten, hopefully, will strengthen these ties and further realize the benefits protein 

engineering can bring to biotechnology. 
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